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Abstract—Performance of timing speculative processors relies
on strategies for accurate prediction of optimal operating points.
In this paper, we develop an efficient process-variation-aware
simulation framework and use it to evaluate a range of such
timing speculation strategies. Our experiments on a timing
speculative processor running applications from the MiBench
benchmark suite show that, in a typical case, while a perfect
timing speculation strategy can improve throughput by up to
143% over a guardbanded design, the most commonly used
approach in the literature achieves only a 21.8% of the potential
gains. By improving the speculation accuracy, the new strategies
we propose in this paper can realize up to 35.6% of the potential
gains, a throughput improvement of 50.9% over a guardbanded
design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditional sequential circuit designs work under the strict
condition that voltage and frequency of the circuit should be
set such that no timing violations can occur. An increasingly
popular alternative approach called timing speculation [1],
on the other hand, allows timing errors by removing timing
margins and relies on circuit- and microarchitecture-level techniques to detect and recover from these errors and guarantee
correct execution. The variability in how different instruction
sequences cause errors leads to increased performance during
the execution of less vulnerable code, while faulty instructions
are detected and corrected using special hardware and by
paying a recovery penalty.
Our work focuses on timing speculative processors that
use frequency to tune their operating point, but our method
is orthogonal to dynamic voltage scaling. Performance of
these processors is determined by two competing mechanisms.
While increasing the frequency improves processor throughput
by fitting more clock cycles into a fixed amount of time, it
also increases the rate of timing errors because more paths
fail timing requirements. The goal of dynamic frequency
tuning is finding the frequency that balances these effects
such that processor throughput is maximized. Accordingly,
timing speculative processors track the error rate during the
execution and use it as a feedback mechanism for tuning
their frequency. For instance, the conventional approach used
in most related proposals periodically samples the processor
error rate and tries to keep the long-term error rate close
to a pre-specified threshold by increasing (decreasing) the
frequency when the error rate is below (above) the threshold.

In this paper, we examine a range of strategies that a timing
speculative processor can adopt to dynamically select the
optimal operating point.
We also tackle the problem of simulating these systems
which is necessary to gain insight into their timing behavior
as well as comprehensive design space exploration. Error
rate models typically used for analyzing timing speculative
processors do not get more sophisticated than assigning different numbers to various hardware/software components and/or
operating conditions, and the role of software in sensitizing
timing paths and changing error rates is often ignored. It is
even common to use the simplest possible model, a fixed
number, for error rate of the system at all times [2], [3], [4]. In
the absence of efficient error models and when more accuracy
is needed, researchers are left with no choice other than using
time-consuming low-level timing simulations, forcing them to
limit the analysis in both time (analyzing only small parts
of the application software) and space (analyzing only a few
components of the system), adversely affecting optimization
opportunities and/or accuracy of evaluation [5], [6], [7], [8].
In this paper, we develop an efficient instruction level
error model and use it in to create a fast process-variationaware simulation framework suitable for the study of timing
speculation.
Contributions of this work have been summarized below:
1) We introduce and analyze three timing speculation strategies. First, we argue that frequency tuning should be
directed by software and performed at the basic block level
where instruction sequence is fixed and predictions are
likely to be more accurate. Second, we show that error
rate sampling should be temporally limited because the
most recent history of errors is often a better predictor of
timing behavior. Third, we propose a more robust scheme
for dynamic frequency tuning by relying on an optimization
algorithm instead of threshold-based control. Finally, we
describe the design of a new timing speculation scheme
based on these strategies.
2) We develop a simulation framework for evaluating the
performance of timing speculative processors. The framework creates an instrumented version of the program that
simultaneously implements (i) a process-variation-aware
instruction level error model to predict timing errors and
estimate error rates as well as (ii) the dynamic frequency

tuning mechanism necessary to realize potential gains of
timing speculation. This method results in very high speed
simulations because instead of using a micro-architecture
level simulator, they are performed by running the instrumented program on any machine that implements ISA of
the target processor.
3) Using our simulation framework, we tune the design parameters of our timing speculation scheme and evaluate its
performance. We show that our method improves processor
throughput by more than 50% over a conventional guardbanded design while incurring little power overhead. To put
this improvement in perspective, we evaluate the potential
gains of an ideal timing speculation scheme that can
perfectly track the timing behavior of the system as well
as the most popular method in the literature. We find that
while the conventional approach can only realize around a
fifth of the potential gains of timing speculation, even our
efficient method leaves almost two-thirds of potential gains
untapped.
II. S PECULATION S TRATEGIES
In this section, we describe the design of our timing
speculation scheme while analyzing the three main speculation
strategies it adopts.
A. Selective Local Speculation
A number of recent works have documented the concept of
spatial timing error locality where static instructions exhibit
consistent error behavior over a period of program execution
[8]. To take advantage of this phenomenon, in selective local
speculation, decisions for changing the frequency are made
separately for some basic blocks. This is in contrast to the
conventional approach where the processor only tracks and
controls the global error rate. We expect that a speculation
strategy that works on the basic block level where the instruction sequence is fixed can make more accurate predictions.
This scheme can be realized by maintaining a table of basic
block error rates and frequencies tagged by the PC address of
the first instruction in the basic block. We refer to this table
as timing speculation table. At the basic block entry when
PC points to the first instruction, the frequency is set to the
value previously stored for the basic block. This value should
then be updated with a new frequency prediction for the next
execution at the basic block exit. To track when execution
is exiting the basic block, the table also includes a counter
initiated with the number of basic block instructions, NI , at
the entry of the basic block. This counter is decremented each
time an instruction finishes execution, reaching zero at the
basic block exit.
The additional costs over the conventional approach include
the power and area of the timing speculation table as well
as potentially more frequent frequency changes. To control
these costs, we introduce two design parameters. The first
parameter, NB , limits the speculation instances spatially to
the NB most frequently executed basic blocks. These basic
blocks are selected for local speculation because the accuracy

of predicting their frequency affects running time more significantly than others. NB determines the number of entries
in timing speculation table. Similar to [7], we assume that
the table is implemented as a SRAM structure and incurs a
negligible power overhead as long as NB ≤ 128.
The second parameter, NS , limits the speculation instances
temporally by specifying how many times we skip prediction
and reuse the previous frequency for a basic block before a
new prediction is made. For example, NS = 4 means that
a predicted frequency will be reused for the next 4 executions of the basic block. This effectively limits the number
of frequency changes for single basic block loops because
the predicted frequency does not change for the next NS
iterations/executions. Similar to NI , this can be implemented
with a counter decremented with each basic block execution.
New predictions are kept from updating the frequency field of
the timing speculation table unless the counter value is 0. We
will explore the design space created by these parameters in
Section V.
B. Limited Error Sampling
Selective local speculation is based on the assumption that
error rate of previous executions of a basic block is a better
predictor of its future error rate than the global error rate. This
local strategy raises the question of the appropriate depth of
error rate sampling. To predict the future error rate of a basic
block, should we implement a long-term sampling scheme
using error rates of all previous executions of the basic block,
or rely only on its most recent history and use, for instance,
the only last n executions?
To answer this question, we designed and performed a
simple experiment. In this experiment, we explored how the
effective delay of an instruction defined as the propagation
delay of the slowest path it sensitizes changes as it is executed
multiple times. We selected the 5 most time consuming basic
blocks of the programs in Mibench benchmark suite [9]
and tracked the effective delays of their instructions as they
were iteratively executed in loops. We then measured the
distance between effective delays of dynamic instances of
each instruction. Fig. 1 shows the average distance of the
instruction effective delays as a function of their execution
distance. Execution distance of two dynamic instances of an
instruction executed in the kth and jth iterations of the loop
is defined to be |k − j|. For example, the execution distance
between two dynamic instances of an instruction executed
in the first and second iterations of the loop is 1 while the
first and third instances have an execution distance of 2.
Instruction delay distances were measured as the Hellinger
distance between the distributions. As Fig. 1 shows, there is
a generally direct relationship between delay and execution
distances. This implies that the most recent execution of a
basic block is likely a better predictor of its next execution
in terms of timing errors. Accordingly, limited error sampling
uses the most recent error rate of a basic block to predict its
next frequency.

A. Clustered Timing Model

Fig. 1: Delay distance as a function of execution distance.

C. Maximum Throughput Tracking
In the conventional approach, frequency is adjusted so
that the error rate remains close to a pre-specified error rate
threshold. Consequently, the performance of this method is
highly dependent on the selection of error rate threshold(s). In
addition to the difficulty of finding optimal threshold values,
this approach cannot capture the highly dynamic relationship
of frequency and error rate. Maximum throughput tracking is a
more robust strategy where error rate threshold is eliminated
and frequency adjustments are made based on the dynamic
changes of throughput rather than the raw error rate. Similar
to the well-known hill climbing algorithm, the direction of
frequency change in each iteration is determined based on the
effect of the previous change on the throughput. Frequency is
increased when a previous frequency increase (decrease) has
resulted in an increase (decrease) in throughput. Conversely,
frequency is decreased when a previous frequency increase
(decrease) has led to a decrease (increase) in throughput.
Similar to [7], we assume the hardware cost of implementing
this algorithm is negligible.
III. E RROR M ODEL
We use a functional timing model called Clustered Timing
Model (CTM) [10] that enables dynamic timing analysis by
grouping functionally similar timing paths of the processor and
modeling their collective propagation delay as a function of
their specific operation. Accuracy of CTM has been verified
with a maximum error of 6.7% across a wide range of voltagetemperature corners [10]. Our approach in estimating effective
delay of instructions is motivated by the observation that
typical applications spend most of their runtime in loops,
executing a few basic blocks over and over again. In order
to take advantage of this, we develop timing models for each
basic block in a pre-characterization phase where the most
time consuming parts of the timing analysis are performed
offline. In the next section, we will show how this approach
allows the simulation to be performed at the architecture level,
significantly improving the simulation time.

Overview. CTM partitions the endpoints of a digital circuit
into a set of Register Clusters (RC) and the timing paths into a
set of hyperpaths that connect the RCs together. We consider
the integer unit of LEON3, an open-source in-order processor
core that implements the SPARC V8 architecture [11]. As
instructions go through the pipeline, they change the RC
values. The model then includes a function for each hyperpath
that predicts its effective delay (i.e. maximum propagation
delay of its sensitized paths) based on its origin and destination
RC value transitions. Finally, an instruction is predicted to
cause a timing error when at least one of the hyperpaths it
uses has an effective delay larger than the clock cycle.
Functional Paths. In order to map RC value transitions
to hyperpath effective delays, CTM models each hyperpath,
which is essentially a collection of timing paths, as a set of
functional paths. The operation performed by a hyperpath is
then viewed as a combination of the activation of some of
its functional paths. As an example, consider the execution
stage hyperpath when an add instruction is being performed.
This hyperpath consists of the timing paths of the multi-bit
adder in the execution stage. Roughly speaking, each bit in the
output of the adder can go high using a carry chain that starts
from a lower order position (we ignored the local activation
when input carry is zero because carry chains are typically
slower). Accordingly, CTM considers a functional path for
every possible carry chain in the adder, from every bit position
to all higher order ones. Functional paths of all hyperpaths are
identified similarly based on their specific operation.
Training and Use. Training of a CTM involves characterizing the delay of functional paths. This is achieved by
measuring the hyperpath delay when running special training
codes designed to selectively activate specific functional paths.
When process variation is considered, all delay values turn into
random variables and the correlation between timing paths
is abstracted into correlations between functional paths. To
use the model, the delay of a hyperpath is calculated as the
maximum of the delays of its activated functional paths rather
than the activated timing paths.
Implementation. We implemented a CTM for LEON3 in
a micro-architectural simulator, similar to the one described
in [10], that takes a sequence of instructions and produces
their effective delays. Since the model needs RC values at
every clock cycle, the simulation cannot be performed at
the architecture level and is, therefore, too slow for typical
programs with large data sets. Throughout this paper, measuring instruction probabilities refers to using this CTM-enabled
simulator to estimate them.
B. Control Delay Characterization
Distinguishing the data and control planes of the processor,
our approach is based on the intuition that while the sensitized
paths in the processor datapath vary each time a basic block
is executed with a different input, control network paths go
through similar activation patterns. Using CTM terminology,
we propose to classify the hyperpaths into two types: (i)

control hyperpaths that together constitute the control network
of the processor, and (ii) data hyperpaths that together form
the datapath. Then, the effective delay of an instruction, D, is
estimated as,
D = M AX (Dcontrol , Ddata ) ,

(1)

where M AX represents a statistical maximum operation and
Dcontrol and Ddata are the effective delay of the control and
data hyperpaths used by the instruction, respectively, hereafter
referred to as the instruction control and data delays. Note that
all delays are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution.
By moving the estimation of control hyperpath delays to
an offline pre-characterization phase, we expect to achieve
significant simulation time improvements for the following
two reasons. First, while data hyperpaths perform operations
that can be concisely described mathematically, control hyperpaths have a more irregular functional path structure due
to the bit-level computations they perform on control signals.
More importantly, we can now perform the simulation at
the architecture level because data hyperpath delays can be
modeled using only architecturally visible registers whereas
estimating control hyperpath delays requires values of internal
pipeline registers, referred to as RCs in CTM terminology.
Therefore, in the pre-characterization phase, we measure
the control delays of all instructions for each basic block. A
complicating issue is the effect of the program control flow.
Instructions of two neighboring basic blocks usually share the
pipeline during their execution. As a result, control delay of
an instruction could be different depending on the previous
executed basic block. To account for this effect, we measure
instruction control delays once for each possible previous basic
block in the Control Flow Graph (CFG). Later during the
simulation when the previous basic block is known, we use
the appropriate control delay when evaluating Eq. 1.
Suppose that we want to characterize control delays of
instructions in basic block B along one of its incoming edges
e from basic block B 0 . We implemented a simple symbolic
execution tool that derives the branch condition of B 0 in terms
of its input (i.e. registers and/or memory locations accessed by
instructions in B 0 ). This condition is then used to ensure that
the randomly generated input executes e. Finally, the execution
is started at the top of B 0 and control delays of instructions in
B are measured. This process is repeated multiple times and
the mean of all measured control delays of each instruction is
used during the simulation.
To evaluate the accuracy of our model, we randomly selected 100 basic blocks from the applications in MiBench
[9] benchmark suite. These basic blocks contained an average
of around 11 instructions. We characterized the basic blocks
using 10 measurements for each control delay estimation using
the method described above. Finally, using 100 randomly
generated input vectors for each basic block, we compared the
estimated and measured effective delays of all instructions. To
quantify the comparison, we use squared Hellinger distance as
a measure of the difference between instruction delay distributions. It takes values between 0 and 1 where smaller values

indicate more accuracy. The squared Hellinger distance for two
Gaussian distributions, P ∼ N (µ1 , σ1 ) and Q ∼ N (µ2 , σ2 ),
is given by,
s
H 2 (P, Q) = 1 −

1 (µ1 − µ2 )2
2σ1 σ2 − 4 σ 2 + σ 2
1
2 .
e
σ12 + σ22

(2)

We found that the distance was smaller than 0.1 in 97.3% of
the experiments with an average value of 0.027, illustrating
the reliability of the model.
C. Error Rate Estimation
During the simulation when frequency is known, instruction
delays estimated by the error model must be converted into
basic block error rates so that the simulator can implement
frequency tuning. Since instruction delays are estimated as
Gaussian distributions, the probability of an instruction experiencing a timing error, referred to as its error probability, is
given by,


1
1
F −µ
,
(3)
1 + erf √
P =
2
2σ 2
where F is the working frequency, µ and σ are the mean and
standard deviation of the instruction delay, and erf(·) is the
error function.
Now, consider a basic block containing n instructions with
error probabilities p1 , . . . , pn . To estimate the error rate, let
I = (I1 , . . . , In ) be a set of Bernoulli random variables
corresponding to the instructions such that P r(Ii = 1) = pi .
Clearly, the number of errors can be expressed
as the sum
Pn
of instruction random variables, ne =
i=1 Ii . Therefore,
the expected number of errors can be calculated by summing
instruction error probabilities and the expected error rate is
given by,
n

re =

1X
pi .
n i=1

(4)

IV. S IMULATION F RAMEWORK
In this section we describe a framework for evaluation of
various timing speculation strategies. The framework creates
an instrumented version of the program that simultaneously
implements the error model described in Section III to predict
timing errors and estimate error rates as well as the timing
speculation strategy described in Section II to perform dynamic frequency tuning. To perform the simulation, the instrumented program can be run on any machine that implements
the instruction set architecture (ISA), resulting in very fast
simulations. The operation of the instrumented program can
be summarized in the following steps:
Before executing a basic block, error rate is read, frequency is set and pre-characterized instruction control delays
corresponding to the executed incoming edge are loaded.
During the execution, transition signatures of instructions
are extracted and saved. Transition signatures, which will be
explained shortly, are used to identify the functional paths

activated by an instruction. After executing the basic block,
activated functional paths are identified from transition signatures and used to estimate data delay of instructions. Then,
effective delays of instructions are estimated using data and
control delays and are used to find error probabilities of
instructions using current frequency. Finally, the expected error
rate of the basic block is computed, recorded and used to
calculate speculation speedup.
A. Transition Signatures
Suppose that we are interested in finding the functional
paths activated by the current instruction, ic , with operands opc1
and opc2 and result rc , which is executed immediately after the
previous instruction, ip , with operands opp1 and opp2 and result
rp . Below, we define a set of transition signatures derived from
these architecturally visible parameters that uniquely identify
the functional paths activated by ic .
Register Access. In the register access stage, two sets of
functional paths simply transfer the instruction operands from
the register file. Activated functional paths are those used by
exactly one of the instructions and can be readily identified
p
c
ra
from the two transition signatures tsra
1 = op1 ⊕op1 and ts2 =
p
c
op2 ⊕ op2 , where ⊕ is the exclusive or operation.
Execute. In the execution stage of LEON3, all functional
units share a single register for input operands. As a result,
each functional unit performs its operation on the shared
operands although the result of only one is registered. Therefore, the previous state of the active functional unit which, together with its current state, determines its sensitized paths, is
the state induced by performing its operation on the operands
of the previous instruction, even if it was a different type
of instruction. To emulate this shared register scheme, we
assume that the previous instruction ip performs the same
type of operation on its operands as the current instruction
ic . We will later show that this assumption can easily be
implemented by inserting another instruction with source and
destination registers of ip and the opcode of ic between the
two instructions. Transition signatures are then defined based
on the type of the instruction.
For logical instructions (and, or, etc.), each functional path
is used if the corresponding bit in the result is 1 and the
activated functional paths are those used by exactly one of
the instructions, readily identified from the transition signature
tsexe = rc ⊕ rp . Arithmetic instructions (add, sub, etc.) and
memory access instructions (ld and st, which behave similar
to add) have functional paths corresponding the carry chains
of the addition they perform in the execute stage. Consider the
multi-bit addition, s = a + b in which si = ai ⊕ bi ⊕ ci where
ci denotes the input carry to ith bit. We can find carry bits by
rewriting this as ci = ai ⊕ bi ⊕ si . A carry chain from bit i
to bit j (i < j) is used when ci = 0, ci+1 = ... = cj = 1,
and cj+1 = 0. Therefore, we define two transition signatures
tsexe
= opp1 ⊕ opp2 ⊕ rp and tsexe
= opc1 ⊕ opc2 ⊕ rc . The
1
1
activated functional paths are those used by exactly one of the
additions.

Memory Access and Write-Back. The functional paths
used in the memory access and write-back stages are determined by instruction results. Therefore, activated functional
paths can be readily identified from the two transition signatures tsmem = tswb = rc ⊕ rp . Note that while the
activation patterns are the same, functional paths of ld and
st instructions in the memory stage are different from those
of other instructions.
B. Source Code Instrumentation
In this section, we describe a source code instrumentation
technique that extracts and stores the transition signatures and
implements our timing speculation scheme. We explain the
details using the example in Fig. 2 which shows how each
basic block in the CFG is instrumented.
Incoming Edge Basic Block. A basic block is added along
each incoming edge. Lines 1-2 call the function bb_in with
the parameter bb_id that identifies the basic block. This
function reads the error rate and is responsible for setting
the frequency for the basic block. It also loads the control
delays corresponding to the incoming edge into a pre-specified
array to be used for estimating instruction delays. In lines 35, r1, r2, and r3 represent any three regular registers not
read or written in the basic block. These registers which are
called working registers are copied into three Ancillary State
Registers (ASRs). ASRs are a set of 16 registers provided by
SPARC architecture for profiling and testing purposes.
Outgoing Edge Basic Block. A basic block is added along
each outgoing edge. In lines 27-29, the working registers are
restored to their original values. Lines 30-31 call the function
bb_out with the basic block index which (i) identifies the
activated functional paths using extracted transition signatures,
(ii) uses them to estimate data delays, (iii) reads control delays
and calculates instruction delays, and (iv) computes instruction
error probabilities, the expected error rate, and speculation
speedup.
Instrumented Basic Block. The original basic block is
replaced by another basic block that identifies and stores
the transition signatures of all its instructions. Lines 6-26
show the instructions that replace a ld [%l1+%l2], %l3
instruction. We chose a load instruction to explain the instrumentation technique as it is the most complex type of
instruction for transition signature extraction and shows all
instrumentation code details . Lines 6-7 move operands of the
previous instruction into r1 and r2. Instrumentation codes
of all instructions store the operands and the result of the
the current instruction in asr1, asr2, and asr3 (lines 16,
17, and 23). Lines 8-11 extract and store transition signatures
ra
for the register access stage (i.e. tsra
1 and ts2 ). Line 12
emulates the shared operand register scheme by performing the
operation of the current instruction in the execute stage on the
operands of the previous instruction. Lines 13-15 then identify
and store one of the execution stage transition signatures tsexe
1 .
Operands of the current instruction are stored in asr1, asr2
in lines 16-17 before the second transition signature of the
execute stage, tsexe
2 , is extracted in lines 18-21. Line 22 is

A. Experimental Setup
Incoming Edge Basic Block
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

set
call
wr
wr
wr

%o0, bb_id
bb_in; nop
%r1, %asr4
%r2, %asr5
%r3, %asr6

Instrumented Basic Block
...
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
...

rd
rd
xor
call
xor
call
add
xor
xor
call
wr
wr
add
xor
xor
call
ld
rd
xor
call
wr

%asr1, %r1
%asr2, %r2
%l1, %r1, %o0
save_sig; nop
%l2, %r2, %o0
save_sig; nop
%r1, %r2, %r3
%r1, %r2, %o0
%r3, %o0, %o0
save_sig; nop
%l1, %asr1
%l2, %asr2
%l1, %l2, %r3
%r1, %r2, %o0
%r3, %o0, %o0
save_sig; nop
%l1, %l2, %l3
%asr3, %r3
%l3, %r3, %o0
save_sig; nop
%l3, %asr3

Outgoing Edge Basic Block
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

rd
rd
rd
set
call

%asr4, %r1
%asr5, %r2
%asr6, %r3
%o0, bb_id
bb_out; nop

Fig. 2: Instrumentation code of basic block and load instruction as an example.

the original load instruction executed to ensure that behavior
of the instrumented program does not change. Finally, the last
pair of transition signatures, tsmem and tswb are extracted
and stored in lines 23-25 and the result of the instruction is
stored in asr3 in line 26. All arrays used for storing variables
including frequencies, error rates, etc. are maintained as global
variables as are functions bb_in, save_sig, and bb_out
which are written in C and linked with the instrumented
program. We implement the instrumentation technique in C++
and recompile the instrumented codes to produce executables.
To perform the simulation, the instrumented program can be
run on any machine that implements the ISA.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the timing speculation strategies
proposed in this paper. Note that experiments for validating our
error model were presented in Section III.

Synthesis and Static Timing Analysis. The design was
synthesized on the 45nm TSMC technology targeting the
typical-case corner (T T, 0.9V, 25C). We set the frequency of
our baseline system to 718MHz using SSTA at (0.81V, 25C),
guardbanding for a 10% voltage droop. For a fair comparison,
we assume a fixed supply voltage of 0.81V for the timing
speculative systems studied. This ensures that performance
improvements accurately reflect the ability of the speculation
strategies to track data variations.
Error Detection and Correction. We assume that error
detection and correction circuits guarantee correct execution.
We adopt a conservative error correction mechanism known
as instruction replay at half-frequency. When a timing error
is detected, the frequency is halved, the pipeline is flushed,
and the errant instruction is reissued, resulting in a 24 cycle
recovery penalty for our 6-stage pipeline.
Dynamic Frequency Tuning. Similar to a LEON3-based
45nm resilient Intel research processor [12], we consider a
clock generator that uses phase-locked loop (PLL) based on
the one in the 45nm Intel Core i7 microprocessor [13] which
provides fine-grain frequency tuning in less than 2 cycles,
which we consider as the penalty of each frequency change.
Power and Area Overheads. Implementing these adaptive
clocking and error detection and correction schemes on a
processor similar to LEON3 has been shown to incur a power
and area overhead of less than 0.9% and 3.8%, respectively
[12].
B. Speculation Strategies
Before we can evaluate the performance of our speculation
scheme, we need to tune the design parameters described
in Section II.B. We selected 12 applications from MiBench
benchmark suite for our study. We used the small datasets
of benchmark applications for tuning and the large datasets
for performance evaluation. In all experiments, throughput
values have been normalized to the throughput of the error-free
guardbanded design.
1) Tuning NB : This parameter which specifies the number
of basic blocks for which timing speculation is performed
determines the number of entries in the timing speculation
table. For this evaluation, the other parameter is set to its
default value, NS = 0. Fig. 3 shows normalized throughput
as NB is increased by powers of two from 2 to 128. From the
figure, it can be seen that maximum throughput is achieved
for NB = 32 or NB = 64 depending on the application. A
larger NB increases throughput by improving the accuracy of
frequency predictions. However, it also increases the number
of frequency changes which incur a 2-cycle penalty each and
limit throughput increase. Based on these results, we consider
NB = 32 or NB = 64 for now.
2) Tuning NS : This parameter specifies how many times a
basic block skips frequency prediction and reuses the previous
frequency before a new prediction is made. Since a larger
NS reduces the number of frequency changes, it could allow
for a larger NB as well. We then consider both NB = 32

or NB = 64 for this experiment. Fig. 4 shows normalized
throughput as NS is increased from 0 to 3. From the figure, it
can be seen that the best value for NS is highly dependent on
the application. For example, the performance of patricia
and stringsearch is significantly better for NS = 0.
This indicates a highly variable timing behavior which requires more frequent predictions to achieve high accuracy. In
contrast, bitcount, crc32, and dijkstra exhibit highly
predictable timing behaviors which allows for less predictions.
It is interesting to note that when NS is not 0, NB = 64
performs better than NB = 32 by limiting the number of
frequency changes. Based on these experiments, we select the
first two parameters, NB = 64 and NS = 1, for the next
experiments.
3) Performance Evaluation: Using the tuned parameters,
we evaluated the performance of our speculation scheme.
Fig. 5 shows the results of our experiments for three timing
speculative systems. Our speculation scheme is denoted by
Proposed. The conventional approach, denoted by Razor
in the figure, periodically records the global error rate and
compares it to a threshold value. For a more conservative
comparison, we chose the sampling frequency and error rate
threshold values that maximized the performance on average.
The Oracle strategy represents an ideal system that precisely
predicts all instruction delays and instantly sets the frequency
to the largest value that causes no timing errors for each
basic block. We obtained the throughput of this system by
simply summing the effective delays of all executed basic
blocks. Effective delay of a basic block is the maximum of its
instruction delays.
The figure shows that our proposed scheme consistently
outperforms the conventional approach. On average, Oracle
improves throughput of the guardbanded design by 143%.
But the conventional approach achieves a 31.1% improvement, realizing less than 22% of the potential gains. While
the strategies introduced in this paper achieves a throughput
improvement of 50.9%, more than 64% of the potential gains
remains untapped. This points to the significant opportunities
for improving system performance with timing speculation.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Using the efficient simulation framework described in this
paper, we studied the opportunities provided by timing speculation for improving system performance and found that current methods realize only a fraction of the potential speedup.
We proposed a timing speculation scheme that attains more
performance gains by improving the quality of frequency
predictions. Our timing speculation method limits the scope
of speculation both in time and space. Spatially, we argued
that frequency tuning should be directed by software and
performed at the basic block level where instruction sequence
is fixed and predictions are likely to be more accurate. Temporally, we showed that the most recent history of errors is
a better predictor of timing behavior. Finally, we proposed
to dynamically tune the frequency using an optimization

algorithm instead of a controller. Together these strategies
achieved a throughput improvement of 50.9%.
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Fig. 3: Tuning NB . Normalized throughput as NB is increased from 2 to 128.

(a) NB = 32

(b) NB = 64

Fig. 4: Tuning NS . Normalized throughput as NS is increased from 0 to 3.

Fig. 5: Normalized throughput of our timing speculation scheme.

